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                 Chapter 13 Jazz Worksheet Answer these 2 question below and give an answer to each question (Use whole sentences &  in your own words!) 1.       On page one we read an excerpt from Devereaux and G                Chapter 13 Jazz Worksheet Answer these 2 question below and give an answer to each question (Use whole sentences &  in your own words!) 1.       On page one we read an excerpt from Devereaux and G

                ???? Jazz in the Universities  Jazz Today   Is jazz dead?  Has jazz “played itself out”?  Is jazz a relic from yesteryear?  These are all legitimate questions in today’s jazz world.  Most enthusiasts “in the know ” would respond with an  emphatic “NO!” to these questions.  Jazz certainly doesn’ t  enjoy the popularity it had through its first sixty years but we probably can’t pronounce it dead.  Scott Deveaux and Gary Giddings in their text “Jazz: 
 Essential Listening” offer an idea of four phases in the life  cycle of jazz up until today:  1. The first phase (1890s -1920s) was a period of  genesis. New Orleans and its mix of cultures  combine to create a new, powerful music that is strong enough to break out of its cultural and geographical boundaries.  2. The second phase (1920s -1950s) marks the spread of jazz around the country and world. The  jazz style of the time becomes the popular style of the time. Jazz is a generation’s dance music and is an integral part of culture.  3. The third phase (1950s -1970s) marks a period of modernism that expands the artistic  poss ibilities but also alienates much of the general public. Jazz of the period becomes almost  exclusively a listener’s music rather than dance music. The mid 1950s through the mid 1960s marks a period of great creativity and relative commercial success but ja zz has receded from the  popular stage. This phase also marks the beginning of jazz’s move to the classroom.  4. In the fourth stage (1970 -present)  jazz has become an art form that relies heavily on an infrastructure of academic institutions and public and priv ate grants. It is entirely possible  for a person today to go through their whole lives without encountering any jazz music on television, radio or whatever popular entertainment vehicle they are accessing. It has become a specialty field like “classical” music.  Even if you don’t totally agree with this assessment it does seem to be a useful and enlightening way to approach the subject of, “What is jazz today?”  This conversation brings us all the way back to the beginning of this class. “What is jazz?” Ma ny people  thought the music from swing bands like Glenn Miller’s and Paul Whiteman’s couldn’t be considered jazz. Many thought (and still think!) that the free jazz of Ornette Coleman and Cecil Taylor isn’t music at all!!...let alone, jazz. Today the “jazz ” category on many record and radio “charts” has many “smooth  jazz” musicians at the top of the lists. Many jazz musicians and fans find this absolutely appalling. In the end “jazz”, like any other word, will be defined by what people say it is. Common usa ge will prevail.  As jazz has come of age and we have over 100 years of history to look back on we have several different approaches that today’s musician seem to have taken:   
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                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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